ABSTRACT

Communication is part of the process whereby rules, regulations, and responsibilities are designed and presented to members of the organization. Having a new leader and shifting status from non-legal organization becomes legal organization, causes a new system and climate communication. Based on the background, the problem in this research is "How the climate communication of social foundation based on Catholicism in East Java?"

Researchers would like to explain the climate communication of social foundation based on Catholicism in East Java.

This research used a quantitative descriptive method is a study aimed at describe and analyze phenomena, events, social activities, attitudes, beliefs, perceptions, thoughts of people individually or in groups to get an idea of the climate communication in everyday life within the social foundations based on Catholicism.

This research found that the religious value especially Catholicism played a role in the foundation. Furthermore, the climate communication of social foundation based on Catholicism in East Java is classified as negative or unsatisfied. It based on six indicators forming the ideal communication climate is a climate of trust, shared decision making, honesty, openness in downward communication, listening to the upward communication, and attention the high performance goals.
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